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-ABSTRACT 

it has been demonstrated that disposal of dredged sedi- 

ments.by dumping in open lake waters (oxic, pH 7-8) results in the 

release of Mn, P, Zn, dissolved organic carbon, and possibly Fe. 

"The larger the body:of receiving water, the greater the amount of 
reJease=and:the:smaller the resulting concentration. Even though 

the highest percentage release.does not appear to exceed l% of 

total sediment load for.the above elements, the net amount released 
.can:be large (especially where:sediments are highly ”polluted”). 
Nutrient redeases'may.significantly affect local trophic states, 

“especially wheresconditionsaare;already tritical (particularly where 
-receiving waters.are:alceady;stnatified and exhibit D.0. stress or 
.depJetion). 

ltwouid:seem:that:the"nateto? dilution is of major 

importance when:considering the disposal of dredged materials in 

Great Lakes'waters.
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INTRODUCTION 

In both Canada and the United States, dredging and the 
.disposal of dredged materials are subject to regulation. Recent 
studies (IWG final report)*have suggested, however, that it is not 
'possible:to;detail:a single set of criteria which may be satis- 

. factorily applied:to all cases of dredging activities. To assist 
inzthe provision of more effective guidelines for the issue of 

:permits,:the.U;S.ZEnvironmental Protection Agency (E. P. A.) and 
.the U.S.lCorpsiofiEngineers (U. S. C. E.) have suggested that, in 

;addition“to:the.use:of bulk sediment composition (E. P. A.), 

‘furthersassessment:be;based upon the use of the standard elutriate 
ttest (u. .s. :c. :5. and :E. 4:. A.). 

rn;a;case;examination of a theoretical dredging project, 
.iCbeam:et:al}1 have shown that a further improvement of the methods 
'is:desirabie (At the time of completing the final revisions to 

this text, it is understood that revisions to the standard elutriate 
:test will soon:be;brought into effect). 

'The:objectives nf the studies reported here are: 
l) ‘To analyzesselected sediment samples and elutriates 

’forLCd,3Ee, Hg, Mn, P, Pb, Zn, and organic matter, 
uusingithe methodology proposed by E. P. A, and 
.U. S. £.:£. (above); 

* International Working Group (IWG) on the abatement and control of.pollution from dredging activities. Final report in prepar- .ation. Submitted in compliance with Annex 6 of the Great Lakes water Quality Agreement (June I975 Draft). .



2) To compare the resultant concentration values with 

those established by E. P. A. and U. S. C. E. (as 

criteria/guidelines); 

3) To assess the implications of using such criteria 

based upon a series of simulatory test cases and to 

discuss the validity of such an approach. 

In attempting to meet these objectives, the report first describes, 

briefly, the experiments and methods; following this, the results 

and discussions centre around the release behaviour of P, heavy 

metals, and organic carbon, complexing capacity and stability; 

further comments with respect to D0, Eh, pH and temperature are 

also drawn together ( based largely on data from the Chemex report5b). 

Conclusions and comments provide an assessment of our present level 

of understanding and give some guidance as to the need for future 

research. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

.Small Scale Elutriation Experiments 

The procedures outlined by Keely and Englerza were 

closely followed and some suggestions by Lee and Pumbzb. on varying 

the ratio and time of mixing were also incorporated. The experi-
I 

mental definitions are given in Table l, where-mixing, settling,—

i
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and centrifugation time are given for each sediment-water mixture. 
The 2 water used for a particular mixture is defined as: (lD0 volume 

water added)/(Volume waterradded-+ volume wet sediment). For con- 

venient reference, the standard elutriate is designated by X4, 

where 4 refers to four volumes.of disposal:site water mixed with 

one volume of wet sediment (Table l). 
I 

To generalize, an elutriate is“here defined as the 

filtrate (through 0.#5 u membrane filter):of the liquid part of a 

certain sediment-water mixture, which has:been prepared acnording 

to predetermined specificationssas:defined in Table I. The-elutriates 

XN; prepared from N Volumesgoftdisposalesite water and one volume of 

wet sediment, are.characterized.by 30 minutes mixing tim, one hour 
settling time, and:one hourteentrifugationztime. XN also represents 

a certain parameter--- say phosphorus:concentration -- in the elutri- 

ateb:XN. —within:thisygeneralization,ax;is-usedzto refer to the 

disposal site lake water whereas X0 may:be used to represent pore 

water. (Note: ldeally, X” ishould repEesent.distilled water, where- 

the disposal site lake water; inithe same fashion, X0 should 

represent dry sediment, whereas.Xg ;po:e water. "This way, X“ 

(smallest concentration):and X0 igreatest:concentration) would, as 

thefi should, overjap X; ;and'Xg ’in:piots:of:concentration vs. 3 

water. ThenIXN would ideally‘refer:tosan:elutrtate prepared from 

distilled water and Xfi"to:thattprepared‘from.disposal site

~
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lake water. «As in this report_lakewater is almost exclusively used, 

the “prime” should appear onnost elutriates, but for convenience 

sake, is omitted throughout). 

The characteristicsof other elutriates -- VN , YN , ZN, 

XN, CSN -- are also given in Table l. (In all cases, sediment 

samples are representative:ofrproposed dredging sites) 

-An unfiltered sample iszdefined as the supernatant 

obtained immediately before.the filtration step. The volume of 

water used in eachztest was.usually less than l0 iitres. 

Large Scale Elutriation--.Lake Column Simulators 

Description: “The simulator:consists:of:a groupzof eight vertical 

cylindrical.openrtopped tanks (columns), a workingtptatfonm 

structure withzacaess iadderzand workitables, refffigeration for 

cooling the lowerssection:of:each:tank. overhead fluorescent light- 

ing (2 per:tank),:sediment:transfer'pumpsand loop piping, and 

lOOO-lb. hoist onza monorail.servicing four columns. The detailed 

specificationszare listed in'Techwest Operation Manual (Techwest 

Enterprises.Ltd., Vancouver,LGanada: .Openation Manual for Lake 

Column Simulator). *For:each:co1umn, the main features of interest 

are: diameter== l meter; height~h£5 meters; volume 3.5 m3; 

sampling ports at lO"mm intervals. ‘Temperature can be controlled 

to t l°C by the cooling jacket enveloping the bottom 2 metres of



each column, thus permitting the.development:oT thermal stratifica- 

tion within each simulation column. 

Experiment: 

The elutriation experiments were.designed to simulate the 

response of disposal site water columns whtch-received disposal of 

dredged sediments.by:surface dumping. ‘To;simukate.dumping, we used 

plastic buckets holding l0 Kg of wet sediment. tn total, 40 Kg of 

wet sediment were-added.to-a stratified:column;‘l00 Kg to a mixed 

column; and l8O Kg to an initially mixed but subsequently strati- 

fied column. Characteristics:of"these:elutrtaIes, which are 

designated by ESN, are also given in Table l. ktsshould be noted 

however that here there was no vtgorous'mixfng:as in the small scale 

experiments but instead, a more gentle agitation induced by air 

bubbling. 

The:sedimentssamples used in:simuLators were taken from 

Kettle Creek at'Port:Stanley,.LakeEErie.(seeratso.Chemex reportsb). 

Mixing of the:simulated:column water was effectedtby bubling air 
‘about 1/3 meter belowithetthermoclinesat a rate‘fast enough to 

produce visible movement at the water surfiace. Eh, D0, pH and 

temperature were measurediusing;a“HydroLabisurveyor, Model 6D; 

the sonde (model 700),:containing:the probes was slowly immersed 

to the desired.depth2and:probe stabilEzation=atttest depths required 

2-5 minutes. After use,:the sonde was stored in‘a bucket of clean

\ 
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water, preferably distilled water. Water samples were taken just bee 
fore, one hour after; and I0 days after sediment dumping and were 
analyzed at C.C.l.W. together with those elutriates described above. 

Most chemical analyses were provided by water Quality 
Branch, C.C.l.w., using the methods described by Traversya. Complex- 

ing capacity was measured using anodic stripping voltammetry”. XAD-2 

(neutral macroreticular resin beads) columns were kindly provided by 
M.E. Fox, C.C.l.W. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

In case elutriation tests involving Hamilton Harbour sedi- 
ment and Lake Ontario waterl, it was observed that for total P, 

Xu a1.5 X”. Following these additional and similar experiments 
were performed with the hope of further appreciating the release 
mechanism of phosphorus as well as other constituents from the 
sediment. The results of these tests are shown in Tables 2-6 

(small scale experiments) and Table 7 (Lake Column simulators). 
The concentrations of all chemical constituents in 

unfiltered solutions are often higher than the corresponding 
filtered solutions. (However, these unfiltered samples were not 
regularly obtained as part of the experiment and their results
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are not treated in detail in the following discussions.
1 

The Release Behaviour of Phosphorus 

The concentration of total P in X and CS elutriates is 

plotted vs. % water used in Fig. l, where the points representing 

a particular test and sedimentssample are differentiated from 

others:by use of‘symbols.V in this figure, one can see that the P 

concentrations in the.original waters range from lD to l0O ppb (most 

are:between lO+30'ppb), whereasithose in the elutriates range from 

20.to 300 ppb. ln:this:dataithere-is a definite indication that 

increasing.concentrations'of?P are related to decreasing 2 

water used. iExcept‘forithe magnitude, the general release pattern 

is:the:same for all sediment samptes used. 

withithe exception of the Lake St. Clair case, which 

will:be.discussed later,:one;sees that Xg > l.5 X” (apparently- 

yunacceptable cases accordingito:ocean dumping criteria) yet 

most values of X4.pTObaElY.dO not exceed the maximum permissible 

limit’for drinking water or aquatic life as defined by existing 

requirements. lfflk:bulk:composttion criteria (E. P. A.) shown 

in’Iab]e 8;are:applied:tosthe§eesemple data, it may be seen that 

ihseath sample:case some:constttuent concentrations exceed the 

criteria while:others:do not. In a real situation, should one 

consider the issuance of a.dredging permit or not, based on this

i
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type of evidence, evidently the situation is*not:clear. 
It should be noticed, also, that in.the V and Y tests the 

concentration of lzh elutriate is greater than 1:5 times the original 
concentration (Tables 2-5). In fact, all the 1&8 tests show the same 
inequality, including the 28 test which.used.a?59450 mixtuce;of 
waters from dredging and disposal_site (Table35). ln*Fig.l we have 
also plotted the results from the V:tests. AAlthough these indicate 
P release, they do so in a somewhat more irregular fashionsas 
compared to the X tests. we have decided,:therefore, to:discuss 
further points, mainly in referencestto X tests (un]ess:othenNise 
specified). Results from lake column sinulators, CS, aresalso 
plotted in this figure and they fit well with:the:other Port 
Stanley-Kettle Creek points in spite of.the fact that there was 
little vigorous mixing in these experiments. -lt:should:be 

noted, however, that in ten days, P ya]ues;decreased:significantly 
in all three CS elutriates. 

while absolute values are'immediately useful, knowtege 
of the concentration ratios is also often informative. ‘Thus we 
have plotted the ratio %§§g;;f;- vs. 2 water used,where (ppm)x is 

the concentration of Pain ppm in the.elutriates:Xaand (Ppmlsed is 

that in corresponding sediments (Fjg.;2); Again,eeven'though:the 
points are scattered, Q definite trend is evident. 0ne:ean 
imagine a curve starting at point (1002, 2;5):and‘rising:steadily 
to (80%, 8-10). Lacking data at 2 water added lower than 802, we

~ ~
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can only speculate what might;be in this range. .But we have plotted, 

on the same figure,.the data of interstitial waters (Iw)$ and corres- 

ponding sediments7a at 0% water added. It may be seen that the ratio 

of 80% water used.is practically:the same;as:that:at 0% water used 

(lw), which suggesIs:that the:concentration:of-P in interstitial water 

may be the saturation value with'respect:to*P'in:sediment. If this is 

so, then one may tentativelyaexpress it intthe following equation: 

P (I) .Psed*F==§: IN 

A series:of.e]utriation:tests:on.the whole range of % water 
added and at_simiJar:conditions:to:those:of IW would be highly desirb 

able. It may be possible, then, to discern whether the ratto.:ontines 
‘to rise after 80% water. If it does not rise,;equation (1) ts probably 

valid, and this may-be a useful;technique:to:derive:concentnatton in 

pore waters. 

we tried to analyze"these'data'initerms’of:a linear least 

square fitting of the‘form:_ 

(concentration ratio) l00;O0O== :a~+:b (3 water) 
7 ‘+ .e(% waterfz 

j§"“ l 

.. + :d(% waterl3.--..+. (2) 

Although both the second and third order equations give better fit 

than the first order,.they do give-a<o which is irrelevant to actual
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;cases. 'The first order equation gives an intercept of 35 1'4, 

"corresponding to a hypothetical ratio of 35 x l0'5 for 

(ppm)|w/(PPm)Sed. we have.used this number to calculate the 

variation of (ppm)|w with (ppm)sed, which is shown in the following 

;table; 

(ppm)$ed 250 500 I000 I500 2000 
(ppm),,,(z:—aIc.td) .088 .1175 ;35 .53 .76‘ 

Zcompared to interstitial water values of Nriagu and Dells, these 

:catcualted (ppm)lw.are high and do not appear to be representative 

7P values for.Lake Erie pore waters. 

Lsutherland et al.3 observed that, for water extracted 

‘from’four:bottom=sediment samples, phosphorus concentrations repree 

ssent water.exactly in equilibrium with respect to hydroxyapatite. 

’This'impltes:tha1=equaIinn (l) is valid only if hydroxyapatite is 

:present inssediments as the dominant phosphate mineral. This is 

:probably not the.rase since, according to Nriagu and Dell5, the 

;stabLe phosphate minerals in the Great Lakes sediments are 

svivkanite, reddingite and anapite. It is questionable, therefore, 

'Ffeequation (l) may be appropriate under these circumstances. 
The fact that we have a definite slope in the 

:portion l00%-— 30% in Fig. 2 should tell us that, although Pse >>d 
3Plw,3only-assmall.portion of Psed is released following each test. 

'The next question is then what the releasable fraction is.
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‘Fig. 3 could shed some light on this question. Here we 

plot the percentage of'P released, defined as 100 P /P released sed 
against 2 water added, where P is the amount of total P released 
released after each elutriation process and is assumed to be: 

o o o o aacvooooooocoon-cococacao 

in.which V = volume of lake water used in each test, 

expressed in liters -- relative to one 

litre of wet sediment; 

.’Cf= concentration of P‘ in elutriate-, ppm; 

ti = concentration of P in original water, ppm; 

iP = weight in mg of total P ,(contribution reteased released 
’from interstitial water, dissolution or de- 

sorption; under our experiment conditions, 

the contribution order is probably: 

.desorption >lw >dissolution); 

‘fisefl== weight b mg of total one litre of wet 

sediment calculated from: concentration in 

ppm, 2 water content, and particle density 

which is -assumed to be 2.6 g/cm3 (Mudroch's 
' Ihesi.=s')9..

' 

ln?Fig. 3, therstans represent the PS2 elutriate data points where 

a smooth representative curve could be drawn as shown. The inter- 

cept of 100% water added could.be "9, whereas that of 02 water should
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bezzero according to equation (3). The solid triangles of PSI 
points (samples from Port Stanley~Turning Circle) which again might 

be represented by a smooth curve somewhat similar to the star symbols. 

Another similar curve could be drawn for the solid squares (wheatley 

Harbor sediments, PPl). If we draw another similar line passing 

through the coordinates (80%, R), one sees that most points fall 

within that strip of area limited by the curves passing by coordinates 

(8095,, 1.5) and (802, 1+). 

As the lines should originate at (0%, 0) point, the.range 

of intercepts of % P - akis could be large. released in our Fig‘ 3’ 

the range may be 5-l5, suggesting that the P - could be O.l5% released 
of total-P in_sedlment at infinite.dilution, where the effective 

concentration approaches the predisposal value (Fig. l). This means 

that the dumping of dredged materials containing high concentration 

of3§ into these waters would result in large amount of P released, 

even though the post-disposal concentration is low; In short, the 

higher the degree of dilution, the greater the 2 release and the 

smaller the effective concentration. 

Referring now to the two circle points that are outside 

the aforementioned area, the solid circle represents this work, whereas 

the other is taken from the Chemex report5a; the sediments are from 

Lake St. Clair in both cases. One feature characteristic of Lake St. 

Clair sediment is that-there is a large variation in particle mean
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size and in total P as compared to sediments from Port Stanley and 
Bronte Harborsa. without suggesting that this is the only cause or 
saying that the two points are wrong, we feel that more refined 
experimentation would bring the points closer to the stated area. 

Heavy metals; Fe, Mn, Zn, Hg, Cd, and Pb 

williams7a has postulated that there is a relationship 
between orthophosphate, iron and manganese in sediments of Lake Erie 
and of some other locations in the Great Lakes. This correlation 
is such that there are many more Fe atoms than P and Mn. In inter- 
.stitial'waters5, a similar relationship was observed; in u mole/Z, 
the overall ratio is Fe:Mn:P = 25:l5:l. But our observations indi- 
cate tht some P and Mn concentrations may be higher than that of Fe 
(Figs. 4, l). Furthermore, although the star symbols indicate re- 
lease of these elements, the squares (Wheatly Harbor sediment) indi-_ 
cate removal of Fe (with release of P and Mn). These observations 
may.be explained by oxidation and subsequent precipitation of iron 
hydroxide since the medium is oxic and the mixing-shaking steps can 
only speed up an already fast oxidation reaction.

t 

On the other hand, if the dissolved oxygen level is low, 
one nfight expect to see release of Fe from sediment back into the’ 
water body. The following observation, though not yet conclusive, 
appears to be indicative of this trend. In Fig. 6, the dissolved 
oxygenilevel has decreased appreciably in the stratified column

1

l
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(in.particular, the hypolimnion) ten days after the dump of sediment, 

and indeed, the release of Fe was observed then (Figs. l and 3), 
whereas in the mixed columns, limited decrease or no change of Fe 

levels was observed. However, according to Burns (N.M. Burns, 

personnal communication), DO has to be reduced to about 0.5 PPm 
before large regeneration may occur. 

The recent Ghemex report (Chemex report, Table 8 - 

stratified column)5b indicates that at day Zl, when D0 is relatively 

low, the concentrations are such that Fe>VMn>’orthoPOg, a trend toward 

the ratios in sedlment57b (where Fe>lfl13P0u) and in interstitial 

waters . And it is also reported5b, that in the mixed column at day 
2], the similar behaviour as above was observed at a relatively high 
D0 level. However, in our experiments we observed that by day_lhM_MM 
there was an increase in organic carbon (O.C.) in all three columns 

(Figs. l and 3). It looks as if OC also plays a role in the release 
of Fe back into the water body; after all, it is well known that 
Fe-fulvic acid complex is a very strong one. This seems to call for 
more extensive studies under anoxic conditions also, which should 
also be aimed at understanding the relation between D0, Fe, Mn, P, 

and DB in sediments, interstitial waters and elutriates. 

Also, it is interesting to note that 10 days after the 

sediment dumps, thes inuflauoroohmnresults indicate decrease in P and 

increase in Mn in both stratified and mixed columns. The plots of 

2 release (Fig; 3) clearly show that Fe is present in the elutriates
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(in particular, those of PS2 sediment) to a much lesser extent than 

‘P, and certainly Mn, which indicates release of at least O.l5Z at 

infinite dilution. The X and V tests for PS2 samples indicate % Mn 

release much higher than 0.l5Z -- at least 0.5% at X Although N—)-ole‘ 

the.CS and X tests for Mn do not produce results which form a smooth 

curve as in the case of phosphorus, they do individually indicate that 

the highest % release is realized in the most dilute solution -- much 

the same way in which 2 P release behaves. 

Regarding Zn release, three out of five cases show release 

surh that Xg > l.5 X” whereas the other two indicate removal (Fig. I). 

-However, in one of the two latter cases, the X” value (solid triangle) 

appears to be.unusually high and it could well be h.2 rather than #2. 

If Ihat were the case, X4 is again > l.5 X”. Furthermore, the P532 

.sample shows a release of 0.16% in X1‘ elutriate (Fig. 3). Thus Zn 

could be another constituent of concern in open water disposal. 

For Hg, Cd and Pb, the elutriate concentration is in 

general law and often below the detection limit. 

.'Organic carbon, complexing capacity, and stability 

we have plotted the dissolved organic carbon (DOC) coni 

nentnations in elutriates against the corresponding values of 

complexing capacity in Fig. 5. As can be seen, there appears to 

.be little meaningful correlation between the two parameters.
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However, an important observation was recorded--- that the XAD~2 

columns apparently remove many of the complexing sites as pre- 

viously suspectedl (thus producing low complexing capacity values) 

even though two of:the XADr2 points indicate presence of high con- 

tent of organic carbon. -According:to*Fox (M£E.’Fox, personal 

comunication),:this Js:probably.due to:the‘Eact:that.these two 

columns were not properly washed with.distilled waterrbefore use, 

thereby leaving behind some of.the:organic:solvent-used in pre- 

paring the.columns. Utilizing:techniqueszbasedsupon:these:errots,_it 

may, therefore, be feasib]e:to:prepare.the Hzeco”;complexing capacity 

solution which, intturn, should permit;accurate measurements of con- 

ditional stabilityxconstant. 
I 

Again, as;can be seen in7Fig. I, X4“> 155 X“ ‘in must 

cases. Although the percentage release.behaviour'is not quite as 

'oEvious as that bf P,:the;general:trend isaappacent in:parIi:ukar 

with the points.ofi solid triangles. 'The:columnsssimulatots:appear 

to produce points within reasonable:expectation and it seems, 

therefore, that further study of:chan9és in;ocgantc-earbon, complex- 

_ing capacity and stability withttime are worthwhike. 

Uissolved oxygen,?£h, pH, and temperature 

These parameters, taken from.columnssimukators experiments, 

are shown together in‘Fig. 6; all have'time'as:common=35CE553
i

~
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Sediment oxygen demand (SOD) is a useful index for trophic 
classification of lakes. Lucas and Thomaslo obtained SOD values in 

Lake Erie's central basin by relating the changes in D0 and time (t) 

withttheiarea (-A) above which their test boxes lie: soo = d(DO)/Adt. 
-Accordingito Burns (N.M. Burns, pers. commun.) our D0 values at 2.7 
:and‘3Q6 metres deep (both in the hypolimnion) being essentially 
identical, might be used along with the dinensions of hypolimnion to 
_ca1cuLatetthe demand GFtg.:6:stratified, C5112). Integrated SOD for 
l7:days from the day:oT:sediment dumping to the end of experiment is 

.calcu1ated:to be l.l;gm,02‘m’2 day'1. For the last 5 days of experi- 
ment, SOD is l£5;9mi02~m'2:day‘1 in both stratified cases. Note that 
‘there'isaan inspection window of one meter high and 0.l meter’ wide 
in:the'hypolimnion,tthereby allowing penetration of light, which in“ 

turn may2assistIQ2:ptoduction by photosynthetic reaction. In spite 
tof:this,:the:above£SOD values are certainly indicative of eutrophic 
.conditioasaand wtthttimefan anoxic'regeneratia1state would be reached. 
(Note: inza more‘recent personal communication when this report is 

-practically-finished,Eaurnsssuggests that our values of l.l and l.5 
-gmigz %mf2;day’1jmay not:be true values of sediment oxygen demand but 
ratheraase-repneseneative of hypolimnion oxygen demand. One has to 

,perform:theztypecdfeexperiments using test boxes as Lucas and Thomas 
didztoearrivesat:ttue5SOD values. On the other hand, our values are 
well within:the.expected range.of sediment oxygen demand. Detailed
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discussions and derivations for true SOD are beyond the scope of 

this report) 

The Do behaviour at the top of the stratified column 

apparently indicates active competition between DO consuming and 

DD producing reactions as well illustrated by the zig-zag on Fig. 6. 

(Indeed, heavy growth of algae and other life forms was observed.) 

On the other hand, the mixed column (C525, CSu5) indicate practically 

no change in D0 level in the entire column and very little algal 

activity was seen. But, as soon as the mixing in one of the 2 col- 

umns was stopped, the D0 behaviour, coupled with increasing algal 

growth, immediately became similar to that of C5112 stratified 

column (Fig.'6, solid circles). 

The lesson is that the condition of low resulting con- 

centration alone is insufficient to ensure a non-eutrophic 

simulator response; some mixing conditions -- to satisfy D0 demand 
-- must be present in the system. Therefore, it seems that in an 

actual open water disposal, the factor which governs these two 

conditions is the rate of dilution of dumped materials as this 

rate is associated with the water mass involved and its natural 

mixing processes (such as currents and diffusion). lntrinsically 

then, the rate has two built-in subfactors: dilution and 

natural mixing processes, which help supply and maintain 

resistance to D0 depietion. The ideal rate of dilution (or high_
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rate of dilution) would be realized if the natural mixingtpracesses 
at the disposal site favour small effective sediment-water ratio 

and sufficient D0 supply. 

During the summer, these processes are.particu1arly 

critical for Lake Erie as its DO “reserves” are rather limited 

compared to those of greater and deeper.Lakes-Huron,isuperior and 
Ontariolz. Obviously then, it would be unwise:to;dispose:dredged 

spoils (whether or 22; polluted) into-LakeiErie.duringzthe summer 

months. On the other hand,=even’duringtthissstratifiedrperiod, 

the enormous mass of water.and D0 “reserves” for:the:other;Great 

Lakes should favor the high rate of.dilution, hence:the:open 

lakes disposal could be effected. . The Eh drop i'mr_ned=.ia;tely;aft-er;dumpiog‘is* well ill.ust'jrated 
. 

in Fig. 6, which probably;corresponds:to'chemical:oxygen.demand 

(COD). In a day or-so;—Ehureturn:to:original.values2and;surpr%s- 

ingly increases further at days ll-I8:before;droppingeagaintto 

correspond to low D0 and low pH in the hypolimnionaat:day;2l. 

These conditions (low DO; pH;andiEh);correspondLtozconditions in 

which one would expect to see:the;beginning:of regeaerationcof 
heavy metals and relate¢:components2such2as3P. 'tt7is,:theEéfioEe, 

desirable to further refimetthe experiments and:continue for 
time periods heyond the three weeks duration:of:the:completed 

tes tS . 

i

l 

1 

e

iQ 

..,,..,,g,:¢.,..-.—~—..- .-.. . .. . . ‘n—....--... ... - -4., ->3.



'CONCLUSlONS AND COMMENTS 

I. "The X tests, using 30 minutes shaking and one hour settli_ng 

itime, =are.p"refe'rred over the V tests because of the more 

‘repeatab le resu tts .' 

.2. ‘Disposal of "polluted" dredged sediments in water can result 

‘in large "r-el.ease’s of Mn, P, Zn, organic matter and possibly 

’Ee,:even in ioxix:.:con.di;tion with pH 7-8. However, disposal in 

:the '.Great Lakes’ :co'rre’s’ponds to the case of X" where N is very 

large and :the “F.e,s.ulttin;g concentration tends towards that 

;before :dumpi*n;g. This can be further illustrated by the recent . ‘field worl{5b "rega‘rdi'n_g the dramatic decrease of orthophosphate 

l5-"minutes :.a'f.ter zdump, apparently primarily due to dilution 

—:effect~:as ‘most tpltosphaate would not precipitate out“ and the 
:disposal :s'r.te.was well Tr'I'ixe1i.. 

3. -"However, ‘disposal in .s‘trati‘Fie.d' or stagnant water conditions 

"may :cause :.a I:ac—-aiized decrease -in dissolved oxygen, and may 

‘further i-rffluemce ztrophic states. 

I 

-in. ltiappears that the :primary factor governing the disposal of 
‘polluted Ldreclged .<s.e‘diments” into the Great Lakes is the _13t_:¢_3_ 

;o‘f:diluti':on' rof savai labile mater'ials.. The ideal. rate of
A 

:.dil.ution would ‘produce high degree of dilution and high 
' . ‘resistance to DO depletion.



»P and Mn. 
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if X tests are to be applied to Great Lakes‘ waters as an 

effective elutriate assessment, the test envelope for water 

/sediment mixture ratios should at least characterize both 

the dredge site conditions and the receiving water conditions. 

Zoxidation reaction is probably responsible for the low con- 

'centration of Fe in the shaking tests as compared to that of 

Extensive experiments under oxic and anoxic con- 

ditions are desirable for further understanding of the rela- 

‘tions involving DO, Fe, Mn; P and organic matter in sediments,. 

interstitial water and elutriate. 

it appears feasible, using XAD-2 columns, to prepare appropri- 

‘gate “zero” complexing capacity solutions which may allow one 

:to make:accurate measurements of conditional stability 

:constant.
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‘Table 2. Concentrations in p 
Lake Ontario water system. 

pm of some constituents in different elutriatesa 
Values in [ ] are those of unfiltered samples. 

Port Stanley sediment (Kettle Creek, PS2) - 

(r 

Chemical constituent X" X15 X5 X1,» V15 V3 V1, ti" 5°“"1°“‘) 
100% w 94% w 88.9% 80% w 94% w 88.9% w 80% w 

Voiatiie-solids 20[38] ~S2[90] 43[99] .43[1S0] 40[100] 42[124] 52[90] 0i1'G Grease 1[1] 2{1] 2[2] 12[1] l[ 1] 
_ 1[3] 1[l] Mercury ' 

<.00005[<.0000S] ‘<;00005[-] .O0005[E] .00009[-] <.00005[-] <.00005[e] <.O0005[-] 
V 

Lead <,oo1[<.oo1] <.oo1[.27] <.oo1[<.oo1] <—.oo1[<.oo1] <.oo1[.1a1] <.oo1[.,3o] <;.oo1[<.oo1] Zinc .008[.007]' 
‘ 

.025[.50] .035[.016] .044[.07]' .026[.20] V.025[}45] .035[.01] ‘Cadmium <.ooo2[.ooos] _<.ooo2[.o11]; <.ooo2[..oo32]. <.0002[.0O16] <.ooo2[ .ooo2'] <.ooo2[<.ooo2.~]. <.ooo2V{<.ooo2] Iron .014 [.016] .o3s[13] 
" 

.o3s:[.2o]- .o53[.7s] . o3o~[2o’] .o21[3o] .o29[.2s’] Manganese .008[.O08] a15[3.4] .l8[2.2] .20[1;8]_ .14[1;2]. .20[2.9] .30[l.2I Total phosphorus (P) .024[.017] .097[6.0] .12[.079] .17[.14] .069[4.7] .10[.069] .12[.066] Total inorganic phosphate (P) .o2o[.o13] .o41[e.o] .o4[.oss] .o61[.-11] .o31[4.7] .o_4s[.os4] .o47].o49] Dissolved organic carbon (C) 12 [8.8] .I8 [14] 39[14] 40[35] 14[17] 34[10] 12[13] Complexing Capacity .116 
’ 

.051 .059 .033



Concentrations in ppm of some constituents in different elutriatesz Port Stanley sediment (Turning circle PS1) - 
Lake Ontario water system. Values in‘ [ ] are those of unfiltered samples. 

Table 3. 

Chemical constituent X" X15 X3 X., V15 V3 V., ““ ‘°1"“°’‘'°') 
100% 

. 94% ss.9% 80% 

Volatile solids 
‘ 

2s[24] 34[52] 41'[ss] ‘40[s9]_ ,30[ ]: 110[eo] 4am] on 6. Grease .<2 "[2] 20 [.2] <1 [2]. 2 [1] <1 <1 [2] 1 [1] Mercury <.o000s[<.0o2]- <.00005[..002]p-<;0000's[_<.0021* <.00005—[.016~]** <.o000s <.=0000s[.01o]~ <.o000s[.00o.]-' Lead .003 [:<.001] <.001 [.044] <..001[.027]_ <'.001[<.001] <'.0o1 <.001;[<e.o014] <.001[<.001] Zinc .042 [.040] .014[<.001] .020[.003] .017[.012] .012 .0s7'[.012..]~ .019[.031] Cadmium <.0002[<.0002] 
; <.o002[.0002] <.0002.[.0005] .0004[.o005] .0002 ‘V<.0002[.0004] <.0002[.0002] Total phosphorus (P) .01s[.01a]- .o3s[4..49] .0S7[2.65] .0s9[.033] .025 .063[6.18] .033[.o22] _I:'ro:a1 inorganic phosphate (9) .012[.01o] .021[3.s9] .019[.2.39] .01:s[.013] ..0i7 .o22[s..a5] .014=[.o1o] Dissolved‘ organic carbon (C) 32.1‘ [2.7] 6.0 [6.3]- j8..3 .[9.9] 11 [29] 

4 

*5.0 7.4 [10] _&.9 [15] 
" Total mercury in mixture water-sediment



Table 4.
‘ 

water system. 
concentrations in ppm of some constituents in different elutriatest 

Values in [ ] are those of unfiltered samples. 
Wheatley Harbor sediment (PP1) - Lake Ontario

~ 

jlchenicax Constituent x_ xm xg x.. V"; vs v.. §(in solutions) 

,V0latile 501169 ~28 I240)” -9'[67] so [78] 37 [81] 64 [66] :50 [59] 25 [59] ‘Oil 6 Grease <1 [2] <1 [<1] <1 [2] <1 [4] <1 [1] <1 [1] <1 [1] jnercury -<. 00005 [<.000o5] .0001e [int .] .00008[int.] .00010‘[int.] <«. 00005 [1nt..] <.0000s [int.] .00011 [int.] ?Lead <.001[<;001] <.001[<.001] 
. <.001[<.001] <.001[< 001] <.001[<,001] <.001[<.001] <.001[<.001] gzinc .003 [.007] .010 [.0020] 
A 

.0o40[.o010] .0010[.0o10] .0040[.0o1o] .0040[.001o] .012[;..0010]’ §caan1un <.n002[.0005] <.0o02[<.0002] <A.0002,[i<.00o2] 
' 

<.0o02[<.0002] <.0o02[<.0002] <.0o02[<.0002] <.o0o2[<.0002.] Iron .014 [.015] 
A 

.0030[.006o] .0o40[.0o6ob] . .0010[.063] .000s[.o12] '.00,20[.0s7] .o03o[.12] Manganese .0oa.[.00s] .o15[.04s] .o0s0[.04o] ' .020[.09s] ._.04i0[.030] .02s[.0so] .0s0[.1s-] Total Phosphorus (P) ..024[.o1‘7] .vo43;[3-.0]n .0s9[5..7]. 
‘ 

_ .oeo[22] .o2s[s.s] .o34[7.a] .096;[6.2] Total inorganic-phosphate (P)“ .012 {a010] 
_ .015T3.0] .033[6.7] .051[22] .011 [8.8] .O22[7.8] .016[6.2] -Dissolved organic carbon (C) .3.1 [2.7] 
A 

4.2 [5.0] 400 [9.1] 7.8 [11] 4.4 [7.0] 5.0 [7.7] 5.7 [13]



jfconcentrations in ppm of some constituents in different elutriates: Hamilton Harbor sediment (near Dofasco) - 
_fi~M_W’l'vab1e- S. 

4 

Values in [ ] are those of unfiltered samples. 

.‘." 

E 

‘ 

. 

Lake Ontario water system. 

-Chemicai Constituent .X_ Kg Y_ Yn, Z_ 23 (in solutions) 

yq1ac1,1'é solids — F53] - 51 - [so] - i.[99']. :. 93» E-) - .[1o1] diié ci?eés'e - 
_ 

.h.b’j - -1.31’ '- '[1.bi - 
A 

H.013 2.=o - '[2.d] Mei-cifry .b'oo1f[.boo'i3i .6ooi.7 ' 

.ooo1s[.ooo22] ._ooo1s1 ..0oo17 .ooo1s Lead =<..ooos1[.-oo2] .<.boos <.ooos[,..oo2] - <.ooos <-ooos <.ooos 
ziiifc .568 f..b'i2 .565 .632 [.6661 .050 .612 .0210 Cadmium <.ooo2 n[<.ooo2] <.ooo2 ~ <..ooo2 t<.ooo2] <.ooos <.ooo2 <.ooo2. ‘rota’: phosphorus ‘(#1 .69'2 t.1‘s.-41 .276’ '[is'.'}'§'d1» 

’ 

.153 i.4’o”o’1 .27s[9.2od] .092 .430 [s.2oo] compiexihg cafiiaiéiiy .655 .1'2«i .2'oo' 
; 

.207 .095 .168 our <.ooooos <..ooooos <‘.ooooos <.ooooos <.ooooos . <.ooooos PCB .bt$Ui <.Uddi <.bod1 <.'ooo‘1 <.boo1 .ooo2 roiai dissolved s-mas - tzzej - tzbsj - [359] -V [337] 239 - [297]



'
1 

‘V-. '41 x. It .'<, 
a z-. - 

. . ,; . 
‘ 

. . I 2 1 Table 6. Concentrations In ppm of some <;onst1tuents_ in different elutriates: .

A 

11,, H pays (gr.-edging site formfilling Bays 0 and C, 1.974) - Ontario water system. ' Tact. - elutriete _1j.9ming',¢;lre¢tly1‘out ,o£_-',the pipe of hydraulic dredge filling bays 3 and C of the 
A Pilot Isl-and, Mitchell Bay (1974). 

Values in [ ] are those of unfiltered samples.»

I 

"Chemical Constituent ' 

x_ X.. 

l 

4 Y_ - Y1. (*act~.) 
[ in solutions I V 

‘
' 

Volatile "Solids - 43 
_ 

'54 
. 26 

0 ‘29 [33] 
011 s crease ‘ 

3 
' 

5 
_ 

<1 <1 [<1] 
Mercury 

‘ 

'.o0o2i 
A 

. 001 s 
' 

« < . 00005 < . 00005 [.o0026] 
Lead 

_ <..0s0 <.o5o 
‘ 

<.001 
, .001 [.035] 

3 
Zinc .019 - .050 - .015 .020 [.190] 
cadmium ' 

A <.oos <-.005 
' 

.0003 4 .0002 [.0005] 
Q 
Total Phosphorus (9) .015 .020. 

. 

- .0091 
_ 

.00se[2.160] 
é Total inorganic phosphate (P) .0078 

I 

.0063 - .0018 .0027[1.l55] 

i 

Dissolved Organic Carbon (0) 3.9 (x.’3°'22.6l 
. 4.5 ("fi”‘2143 2.0 ("‘fl”‘21..sJ 34.s[4.1](«"§”'213.J 

; 

Complexins Capacity .002 (.035)~ .021 (.124)- <0 2 o .0327 
j 

Complexine Capacity (XAD-2) .0125 _' .0145 .0024 .0105 
1' DDT ‘ 

' 

. 
. <.00000s <.00000s 

7 PCB ' 

<.00o1 <.0'o01 [<..0001] 
Total dissolved solids

' 

‘measured by Ken Luna-Shue-Chan



Table 7. Concentrations in ppm of some constituents in different elutriates obtained from lake column simulators. Port Stanely sediment (Kettle Creek, PS2) - Lake Ontario water system. Values in [ J are those for unfiltered samples. 
csrs (97.33w) c525 (96%W) C5112 (99%W) chemical C°“5‘i‘"°“‘ 0.3 m 1.0 m 3.6 m 0.3 m 1.3 m 3.6 m o. 3 m 1.8 m 3-6 m 

(in solutions‘ 
A

‘ 

2 -L 1' - 6' 12- 1' 6' 12' 1' 6' 12' 'Vo1atile Solids Before] 33 [27] 39 [32] 44 [32] 43 [21] . 40 [32] 36 [24] 35 [35] 39 [35] 42 [40] 
-[ After 32 [45] 40 [38] 42 [35] 34 [34] 44 [67] 41 [69] 41 [48] 42 [S8] 40. [52] 

10 Days After 28 [37] 25 [33] 44 [33] 24 [S1]: 62 [55] 66 [56] 58 [48] ‘S8 [47] S8 [15] [Oil 6 Grease Before. <1 [<1] <1 [<1] <1 [<1] <1 [<1] »<1 [<1] <1 [<1]‘ <1 [<1] [<1 [1] ‘<1 [1] 
s 

3 
After <1 [<1] <1 [<1] <1 [<1] 

‘ 

<1 [<1] <1 [<1] <1 [<1] <1 [<1] 1 [<1] 1 [<1] 
. 10 Days After <1 [<1] <1 [<1] <1 [<1] « <1 [<1] <1 [<1] <1 [<1] <1 [<1] <1 [<1] <1 [<1] ;Mercury ; 

I 

Before <0000S[<O0005] <00005[<0000S] <O000S[€O000$] €D0005[€O0005] €00005[€0O005] €0000S[€O000S] €0O005[€D00051 €D000S[€0O00S] S0O005[€0O005] 
- 

. 

31" 
~, After II H-' II n n n n n 

v 
u[ n n n ‘ u u u u u u 

. 4 10 DAYS After n H u n n u n u n H I! II n u u n n in {Lead Before‘ <.oo1 [<.oo1] <.001 [<.001] <.001 [<.oo1] <.001 [<.001] <.001 [<.oo1] <.oo1 [<.oo1] <.oo1 [<.oo1] <.001 [<.001] <.oo1 [<.oo1] , After <.001 [.015] r<.001 [.013] »<.001 [ 032] <.001 [.035] <.oo1 [.032] <.001 [.073]. .<.001 [.023] <.001 [.024] ;<.001 [.043] 
; 10 Days After <.001 [< 001] < 001 [<.oo1] < 001 [<.001] <.001 [<.oo1] <.oo1 [<.001]"<.001 [< 001] -<.001 [< 001] _<.001 [<.oo1] < 001 [<.001] izinc Before .010 [.012] .0090 [ 011] .073 [.11] .013 [ 012] .011 [.0030] .0090 [ 0090] .011 [ 0050] .0030 [.0070] .010 [.0090] 

After‘ .0030 [.030] .0070 [.13] .011 [.14] .012 [.14] .017 [.12]. .0090 [.23]. .0050 [.090] .010 '.10],; .014 [ 19] 
10 Days After .0070 [.0060] .0060 [.0060] -011 [ 010] .003 [ 060] .006 [.006] .003 [.013] .003 [.0020] .011 .0060] .015 [.014] :Cadmium .Before <.0002[<.0002] <.0002[<.0002] <.0002[<.0002] <.0002[< 0002] <.0002[<.0002] <.0002[<.0002] <.0002[<.0002] <.0002[<.0002] <.0002[< 0002] 

g After <.0002[.001o] <.0002[.0020] <.0002[ 0030] <.0002[.0030] <.0002[.0020] <.0002[~.0060] <.0002[.0020] <.0002—.0020] <.0002[.0040] 
10 Days After <.0002[< 0002] < 0002[<.0002] < 0002[<.0o02] <.0002[<.0002] <.0002[<.0002] <.0002[< 0002] <.0002[<.0002] <.0o02 <.0002] < 0002[<.0002] Iron Before .o040[ 021] < o00s[.022] .<.000s[.023] .0020 [.042] .0044*[.o39] .0020 [.040] :.0025 [.0090] <.0005[.013] .0020 [ 019] 

» After .063 [2.s] .0040 [4.67] .0040 [5 3]. .0070 [6.6] .0075 [6.0] .0020 [10] .0075 4.2] .0025 4-6] «.019'.[7.4] 
10 Days After .031 [.061] .0035 [.051] .003 [.077] [.0035-[ 13] .004 [.13] .003 [.26] .0035 .072] = .037 .067] .005 [.14] _Mangonese .Bcforc .0005 [.0030] < 0002[.0024] <.0002[.0024] ” 

.0002[.0010] .0010 [.0015] <.0002[.0026] .0020 [.0010] -<.0002[.0010] 50002 [.0045 
5 _ After .0076 1.23], 0050,[.36]_ .013 [.42]. .021 .47], .016 [.42], .046 [.86] .0070 .30] .010 .34] .011 [.54] 

_ 
10 days After .030 .030] [.030][.020] '.045 [.035] .040 ..050] ~.035 [.040] .045 [.060] .010 .010] .015 .030] .050 [ 060] frota1 Phosphorus Before» .014 [.019] .017 [.019] .013 [.020] .017 [ 013] .013 [ 017] .021 [.024] .013 [.020] .049 [.013] .020 [.020] 

(P) After .040 [.55] .039 [-50] .062 .941‘ .065 .73] .039 [.75], .042 [1.4] .041 '.49] .041 [.53]! .059 [.36] i 
10 Days After .034 [.10] : .024 [.037] .034 .037] .041 .044] .023 1[.042] 

_ 

.040 [.044] ..011 .029] .044 [.043] .032 [ 050] hotel Inorganic Before .0035 [.014] .0035 [.014] .0094 [.0l6]‘ .0076 [.013] .0073 [.014] . .0031 [.019] .0046 [.014] .039 [.013] ‘.0096 .015] 
‘Phosphate (2) After ’u024 [.5411 .026 [.49] .035 [.93] 1.029 [.74] .033 [.73] .026 [1.3] .026 .45] .020 [.51] .035 .35] 

. 

A 

.037 .027 [.046] 

10 Days After .017 [.029] .017 [.029] .021 [.032] .023 -[.036] .021 [.034] [.022][.03s] .0054 .013] : .027



Dissol'ved Before 
; 3.1 [3.0 3.1 [.3.0] 3.0 [3.2] 3.1 [3.0_] 3-.2 [3.4] 3.2 [3.2] 3 4 [:3.1] 3.1 [3.1] 3.2 [‘3.2_] Organic After 
; 
3.5 ‘[3.4] 3.6 [.3.0] 3.6 [3.0] 3.6 [3.5] 4.2 [3.4] 3.5 [3.5] 3 6 [3.2] 3.6 [3.2] 3.-6 [3.3] Carbon(C)‘10 days 1 4 7 [4.9] 4.8 [S._2] 4.8 [4-.9] 4.2 [4.7] 4.7 [4.5] 4.9 [4.8] 4 8 [4.7] 4.8 [4.5] 5.3 [4.6] after 

Complcxing ' Before 0. 43
' Capacity After ' 

.042 
_ 

f 

' 

~ .039 » -041 10 Days After ' 

. 

' 

_ , 

Total Before 189 [193] 187 [198] 202 ‘[200] 200 [168] 184 [196] ‘194 A [192] 193 [194] 193 [190] 194 [204] Di-ssolved After 198 [196-] 197 [200] 209 [205] 196 [222] 204 [213] 200 . [236] 196 [194] 178 [204] 194 _ [.222] Solids 10 Days After 
~ ' 

'

‘ 

1- Before, 60 minutes and 10 days after dump of sediment. " Instead ‘of, .044 -



Table 8. Concentrations in ppm of someconstituents in different sediment samples (per dry weight basis‘)

~ ~ 
‘, Chemical Sonstituent EPA’-s "Cri=teri-a"for Wheatley Port Stanley Port Stanley Port 53 Brontes Lake 53 Hamilton (in Se iment) determining acceptability Harbor Taming Circle Kettle Creek Stanley Harbor 3 St. Clair Harbor 9 

. _of dredged spoil disposal PP 1 PS 1 PS 2 ' 

.to the nations waters ' 

‘(_1971) :4 . 
- 

.- 

.; 

'?v3o1aci‘1é"f mas" "X 

49000‘ 22000 33000 28000 
A; (loss on‘ i‘ nition ‘ 

at 550°C) 
-a,; .-1:‘ 

, .1,“
9 on and czéease 1500 l08S 699 2737 

Mercury 1_ .07 .07 .07 5.3 Lead 50 . 173 1 285» 
_ 

1100. Vzincf so 37 105 143 68.5 0-7 . 6 15.5 4150 “Cadmium 3.7 
. 19.2 9.5» 

_ 

l 

15 .v .n.. 
. . 

. x . 2 v. K-' 
; 

. Iron 13200 23900 23000 23423 18913 19447 40500 Manganese .450 578 590 663 568 320 1500 “Total Phosphorusfl’) i000(*1n canadaf 814 880 1500 852 021 370 4000 
95- Organic Carbon 2.534 1.634 4.043 

. 

2.21 
' 

4.97 
4. inorganic Carbon 2.614 2.804’ L852 
2. wa":ei- Content 30.7- 

. 30.7'~ 3o.7* 30.7 25 
p 

25 55.43 
9:. sand:s11—‘c.:,c1ay 3.03-:s0..e1:36.36 2.v4'sA:s1..-49:45.04 2.99:s1.74:4s.2 

‘f % hater eontent assigned to be the same as‘ that of liar‘: St"a'nl'ey.5‘i 
Walker 6 Fartners-. -1' R. 1974 March . "Identification of pol Prepared for EPS, Department of Environment, Canada. 

lution potential from dredging operations in the Great Lakes".
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